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THE PAULÉE D'ANJOU CELEBRATES ITS 10th ANNIVERSARY ON JUNE 27, 2022 AND CONTINUES TO
CELEBRATE THE GREAT TERROIRS OF THE HISTORIC PROVINCE OF ANJOU
New terroirs, new projects, prestigious places and great winemakers in the spotlight...
Discover the novelties of this 10th edition !
ANJOU NOIR, ANJOU BLANC... AND SINCE 2020 BOURGUEIL : THE PAULÉE KEEPS GROWING
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This year, this group of organic winemakers will meet in the exceptional setting of the Château de Saumur to celebrate the great
terroirs of the historic province of Anjou. The objective of the Paulée d'Anjou remains the same: to promote the terroirs, the
history and the wines of Anjou by making people discover its landscapes, its great single-variety wines, its heritage and the
collective spirit of winegrowers practicing a craft viticulture, respectful of the environment.
NEW TERROIRS, NEW PROJECTS, PRESTIGIOUS PLACES AND GREAT
WINEGROWERS IN THE SPOTLIGHT...
The 2022 edition is aimed at all wine professionals who love the Loire and
are eager to better understand the history, geology and cultivation methods
of one of its historical regions: Anjou. During this day, the professionals
will be able to taste the 100% organic wines of the more than 90
participating estates, but also to discover the last wild river of Europe and
the highlights of the saumurois vineyard. For the first time, the Paulée
winemakers will organize a conference-debate, with speakers coming from
the worlds of culture, wine and gastronomy, thus embodying all the
dimensions of the Paulée d'Anjou.
Discover, in broad outline, the program of this 10 th edition:
•
During the day, from 10:00 am - Château de Saumur
o Tasting of the cuvées proposed by more than 90 estates
o At 10:30 am : Round table discussion " The renaissance of
Anjou wines " animated by Alexandre Lazareff
o With the participation of Erik Orsenna, Andrew Jefford, and
Pascaline Lepeltier, among others...
o Visit of the hillsides of Parnay, the Clos d'Entre les Murs, etc.
o Guided boat tour on the Loire
o Lunch in Saumur
•
o
o
o

In the evening, from 7:30pm - Manège des Ecuyers
Gala dinner prepared by 3 chefs from Angers: Pascal Favre d'Anne,
David Guitton and Mickaël Pihours
With a focus on organic and local products
Tasting of old vintages at the winemarkers’ table

Two projects led by the members of the Paulée will also be unveiled in
exclusivity: a map of terroirs of the Anjou region and the modern
reinterpretation of the "Angevin pipe", the signature barrel of the Anjou
region, with its 480L format... not to be missed!

The Anjou artist Aliénor Ouvrard will exhibit her
illustrations during the Paulée d'Anjou.

Would you like to
participate?
Online registration at
www.pauleedanjou.com
Limited places!

OUR MEDIA PARTNER
The Revue du Vin de France, a reference magazine in the world of the French wine press, constantly in the "field"
alongside those who make wine, will accompany this day (through videos, interviews, etc.).

A WRITER TO CELEBRATE THE CULTURAL DIMENSION OF ANJOU WINE : ERIK ORSENNA
Starting with this edition, the winegrowers wanted each Paulée to be patroned by a personality
from the world of arts. Erik Orsenna, writer, member of the Académie Française and the
Académie du vin de France will be the patron of this 10th edition.
The members of the Paulée d'Anjou are keen to highlight the history and culture that make up
their wine heritage. A conference-debate will attempt to unveil the mysteries of Anjou wine, by
approaching it as a "product of civilization".
A GUEST OF HONOR IN LOVE WITH FRANCE: ANDREW JEFFORD
This year, the Paulée is inviting a Guest of Honor, a connoisseur of French wines who was one
of the first to write about the renaissance of Anjou: Andrew Jefford. A regular writer and
columnist for Decanter and The World Of Fine Wine, Andrew Jefford is also a faculty advisor to
the Wine Scholar Guild. He is also one of the four co-chairs of the Decanter World Wine Awards,
the world's largest wine competition. A tireless traveler, Andrew has settled in the Languedoc
region of France, where he has lived since 2010.

WHITE VINES, BLACK VINES: THE TWO "STAR" GRAPE VARIETIES OF THE LOIRE IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Thanks to its large perimeter covering three regions (represented almost equally), the Paulée d'Anjou will honor its great singlevarietal wines, Chenin Blanc and Cabernet Franc: the opportunity for guests to discover the incredible mosaic of Anjou's terroirs
through these two emblematic grape varieties of the Loire.

AN EXCEPTIONAL DINNER IN A MYTHICAL PLACE
At the end of the day, the gastronomic festivities will be held in the Manège des Ecuyers, within the prestigious Ecole de la
Cavalerie. Three chefs from Anjou, Pascal Favre d'Anne, David Guitton and Mickaël Pihours, will highlight the local organic
products, for a gala dinner placed under the sign of conviviality and sharing.

THE PAULÉE D'ANJOU : A COLLECTIVE DYNAMIC TO PROMOTE A THOUSAND-YEAR-OLD WINE REGION
The Paulée d'Anjou, a collective adventure started in 2012 by the winemakers of Anjou Noir wishing to promote their schist
terroirs, has gradually opened to all the great terroirs of Anjou. As a result of this dynamic, the 2019 edition brought together for
the first time the schists of the Anjou Noir and the limestones of the Anjou Blanc. This collective and solidary impulse continued
in 2020 with the addition of the winegrowers of Bourgueil and St-Nicolas-de-Bourgueil! In order to concretely seal their
commitment, the winegrowers of the collective have formalized a charter that defines their values, their missions and their ethics.
The Paulée members are thus committed to promoting :
•
•
•

All the richness of Anjou: its landscapes and biodiversity, its wines coming from unique and inimitable terroirs, its
thousand-year-old history, its heritage of landmark buildings, its gastronomy, its culture and artists, etc.
A responsible and sustainable viticulture method, of which the region was one of the pioneers, presenting only
certified vintages or those in the process of being certified organic or biodynamic.
Humanistic values, so often embodied by the winegrowers of the Loire Valley: open-mindedness and temperance,
inter-generational mutual aid favoring the installation of young talents, etc.

An event of international dimension, the Paulée d'Anjou attracts each year more and more winemakers willing to join this
ambitious collective dynamic. For the 2022 edition, more than 90 estates, from the "great figures" to the "young guard" freshly
installed, invite you to join them for this moment of conviviality, culture and sharing.

List of the members of Paulée d'Anjou :
ANJOU NOIR

ANJOU BLANC

BOURGUEIL

Château de Bois-Brinçon
Château de Bonnezeaux
Château de la Roulerie
Château de la Viaudière
Château de Passavant
Château de Plaisance
Château de Suronde
Château du Breuil
Château Pierre-Bise
Clos Galerne
Domaine Bablut
Domaine Belargus
Domaine Cady
Domaine de Bois Mozé
Domaine de Juchepie
Domaine de la Bergerie
Domaine de Haute Perche
Domaine Drost (ex-Delesvaux)
Domaine des Grandes Vignes
Domaine du Closel
Domaine Laureau
Domaine Ogereau
Domaine Pierre Chauvin
Domaine Pierre Ménard
Domäne Vincendeau
Ferme de la Sansonnière
Jardins de Fleury
La Bouée rouge
La Coulée de Serrant
Le Fief Noir
Loïc Mahé
Maison Jaune
Patrick Baudouin
Sagesse des sols
Terra Vita Vinum
Terre de l'Elu

Château de Fosse Sèche
Château de Targé
Château de Villeneuve
Château Yvonne
Clau de Nell
Clos de l'Ecotard
Clos Rougeard
Domaine Clo
Domaine de la Renière
Domaine de l'Austral
Domaine de l’Enchantoir
Domaine de Nerleux
Domaine de Paleine
Domaine de Rocheville
Domaine des Closiers
Domaine des Roches Neuves
Domaine des Sanzay
Domaine des Varinelles
Domaine du Caillou
Domaine Fabien Duveau
Domaine Filliatreau
Domaine Guiberteau
Domaine Vadé
Emmanuel Haget
Folie Lucé
Jean-François Regnier
La Folle Berthe
La Source du Ruault
Le Pas St Martin
Manoir de la Tête Rouge

Château de Minière
Clos de l'Abbaye
Domaine Ansodelles
Domaine Artilly
Domaine Aurélien Révillot
Domaine Bertrand Galbrun
Domaine Breton
Domaine de la Butte
Domaine de la Chevalerie
Domaine de la Lande
Domaine de l'Oubliée
Domaine du Bel Air
Domaine du Petit Bondieu
Domaine Georget
Domaine Lamé Delisle Boucard
Domaine Laurent Herlin
Domaine Yannick Amirault
SAINT-NICOLAS DE BOURGUEIL
Clos des Quarterons
Domaine de la Cotelleraie
Domaine du Mortier
Domaine Frédéric Mabileau
Estelle et Rodolphe Cognard

This list will continue to grow until
D-Day, last update available here.

The Paulée d'Anjou is a 100% winegrower association supported by a steering committee of about fifteen members
and directed, since this year, by three Co-Presidents.
PRACTICAL INFORMATION
CHÂTEAU DE SAUMUR
From 10am to 6pm
MANÈGES DES ECUYERS
From 8pm
2h30

PARIS

SAUMUR

Use eco-friendly transportation modes
such as carpooling!
PAULÉE D’ANJOU CONTACT
www.pauleedanjou.com
contact@pauleedanjou.com

#pauleedanjou
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